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AbRAZ ARKITEK is a family owned partnership firm that has been in practice since 1985. The 
firm is directed by Ar. Hj Abd Razak Khalidon, Ar. Khalidah Ailis Khalid & Ar. Ahmad Ridha Abd 
Razak with a strong supporting staff comprised of experienced architects, technical assistants, 
autocad draughtpersons and reliable administrative personnel. 

AbRAZ’ achievements are best demonstrated by our completed projects ranging from the 
Stadium Petaling Jaya, MBSB’s 20-storey office building in Lebuh Ampang (Kuala Lumpur), 
various types of housing in the 100 acres Bandar Indera Mahkota (Pahang), Sime Darby Property 
in USJ Heights and Denai Alam, Pusat Taman Laut in various islands, education buildings for 
Universiti Malaya, EPT & UITM, to a few privately own bungalows and interior works. Our 
present jobs consist of a variety of urban development, mixed development, hotels, offices and 
houses.

FICUS PEAK

This gateless development is situated on the highest 
point of a new township called Denai Alam. It 
comprises of a mix of wide-fronted semi-detached 
and superlink units. It best represents one of many 
housing developments designed by AbRAZ Arkitek which 
translates our aim to achieve practical as well as bespoke 
design in respect to site conditions, current market 
demands and client needs.

The approach taken by the designer of this project was 
aimed towards creating homes with practical spatial 
qualities that overlap indoor and outdoor spaces. 
These defined yet expandable spaces encourage future 
inhabitants to individually utilise and evolve within 
the areas in their homes. Its permeable design and 
facade enhances a sense of neighbourhood within the 
development while visually taking advantage of the site 
being at the peak of the township.

In responding to the client needs, AbRAZ Arkitek 
produced a housing development that stands out 
amongst the new housing developments that surround 
it by improvising on the conventional housing scheme. 
A further requirement was to provide a design that 
was accommodative to the intended IBS (Industrialised 
Building System). Despite designing mass housing, 
through modular construction methods, we were able to 
break its uniformities through coherent and progressive 
design solutions.
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